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SOME FORM-MAKING OBSERVATIONS
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SOME FILM-MAKING OBSERVATIONS
W~ piCbi 1' c IMPJY ov "Sri$d O W] irjq6 -~r10~ lo (o
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More words after themselves are a trick for marking time &
saving the money which you don't have yet when you are
waiting for it, especially when you are otherwise losing
speed of your own goings on with the work all these days
after themselves while you are needing this money to support
your habit.
SOME PRACTICE MAKING OBSERVATIONS
These words are real things themselves, just as the film is
another real thing, in the way more solid than medium that
they need so much pushing around. As these wordy conceptions
of it are not exchangeable for the filmmaking but aside from
it they do occasionally yield some fringe benefit and other
times they are just so much clutter to bother getting all
exhausted & out of breath.
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IF IA~i (continued)
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Most of man's actions comprise a spatial aspect
in the sense that the objects of orientation
are distributed according to such relations as
inside and outside; far away and close by;
separate and united; continuous and discontinuous.
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as bodily space is concerned, it is clear that
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things 
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